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NO VICTIMISATIONS

There have been many victimisations in
this dispute. Companies were happy to

employ cleaners with unsure immigration
status when they were quietly accepting low
wages but used immigration law to bash
cleaners when they stood up for themselves.

Sadly, RMT did not respond decisively.
One reason the strikes could not press ahead
for more victories was that many cleaners
feared being victimised with no effective
defence. More strikes could have seen many
cleaners go to work, and those that stayed
out sacked or deported, a personal horror for
them and gutting the union of key activists.

By refusing to settle this dispute until the
victimisations are resolved, RMT can
challenge the use of National Insurance
number checks to engineer dismissals. It
could also campaign positively for all Tube
cleaners to have regularised legal status.

STRONG HELP THE WEAK?
O perational staff did not deliver refusal

to work on safety grounds during the
cleaners’ strike as they have done for their
own issues and for the Metronet strikers last
year. General pleas are no substitute for
being in the workplace, identifying the
safety concerns and acting decisively.

The slogan ‘the strong helping the weak’
is problematic. Some grades do have more
power than others, and should help out their
colleagues, but we should avoid labelling
some grades ‘weak’, making them feel less
confident and encouraging pity rather than
respect from other grades.

WHAT NEXT?
This is not over. RMT needs a strong

strategy to support the cleaners,
providing resources to activists to get round
every workplace talking with cleaners about
our successes and the tasks that still face us,
and the need to get active in the union.

CLEANERS WIN
RMT cleaners have achieved a big success - the ‘London living wage’ for all Tube

cleaners. It was won by brave and determined efforts by a vulnerable section of
workers and their supporters, and should inspire and provide an example for others.

A LIVING WAGE?
C leaners on Metronet contracts will get

the London living wage, £7.45 per
hour, from September. ISS cleaners on
TubeLines contracts will get a 60p per hour
rise from September, then more rises until
they reach the full £7.45 by April next year.
This is still inadequate, poverty-level pay,
but it is a significant (30+%) increase on the
paltry, £5.50-ish per hour they are on now.
It is a big win for cleaners and for RMT.

But there are concerns about ISS’s
commitment to deliver the full rise, as ISS
claims that it does not know where the
money is coming from. Our reply: that’s
your problem - we’ve won the pay rise, now
you deliver it. TubeLines should take
cleaning away from ISS and in-house.

There has been no solid progress on the
other demands of the strike - more holidays,
better sick pay, a decent pension, an end to
‘third party sackings’. We should get back
to fighting for them as soon as possible.

ORGANISING TO WIN

This summer’s strikes came after years
of organising work. A few argued that

cleaners were too hard to organise, but
others were not put off. Vitally, RMT
organised the cleaners in an all-grades
union: their win shows the value of all-
grades trade unionism.

RMT activists worked hard for both the
99+% Yes vote and the strike action itself,
which was well-supported by cleaners but
undermined by some patchiness in support,
the actions of rival union T&G, the
employers’ use of agency staff and some
disorganisation. The three days of strikes
were a big sacrifice for cleaners already on
rubbish money, and the union was slow to
respond to rank-and-file calls for payments
to strikers to ease the hardship. But the
strike attracted some exciting solidarity
protest actions from outside groups.

This is a summary of a more indepth article at www.workersliberty.org/tubecleaners

SUPPORT AND
UNITE THESE
DISPUTES
On Friday 22 August, station staff

on East Ham and Charing
Cross groups walked out for 24 hours
against unfair sackings. Waterloo
group staff have voted to strike over
the sacking of Mo Makboul, and
Rickmansworth group continues to
fight against unfair displacements.

We must all rally round these
strikes. Support from workers in all
grades and companies across the job
could make the difference between
victory and defeat.

The cancellation of strikes by
cleaners and TubeLines workers,
even if justified, runs the risk of
leaving these stations disputes high
and dry. And Tubeworker has to ask:
How much longer will we fight these
disputes separately?! Co-ordination
is a start, but an all-grades ballot
across London Underground, plus
co-ordination with other companies’
disputes, would be even better.

The union’s Regional Council has
already decided unanimously on a
ballot of all station staff against
unfair displacements. Since that issue
is now affecting drivers too, we have
grounds to involve all grades. If we
strike over forced displacements,
unfair sackings and the attendance
clampdown, then we will unite all
Underground workers over real
issues affecting our working lives.

Oh, and one more thing to ask -
Where are the other unions?!

Tubeworker is produced by
tubeworkers in the Alliance for

Workers’ Liberty, an organisation
fighting as part of the labour

movement for a socialist alternative to
both capitalism and Stalinism, based

on common ownership and democracy.
We want one democratic, fighting
union for all railworkers. We reject

artificial divisions between workers of
different grades. We oppose racism,

sexism, homophobia and all prejudice
that divides us. Only our bosses benefit

from a divided workforce.
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WOT NO SAFETY SURVEY?
F or LUL, cross-track projection (XTP) is

exciting and lucrative. With sums of
£150m apparently on the table, perhaps we
shouldn’t be surprised if the company does
not want to be troubled by small matters
such as safety. Couldn’t drivers just stop
moaning about being distracted by the
movies on the platform wall?

But those stroppy drivers seemed to think
that it would be a good idea to conduct a
survey to find out how many of them found
the XTP screens on the Bakerloo at Picc
Circus a distraction. And that just forced
management to act. A survey? Ask drivers
their opinions?! Oh no, we can’t allow that.

www.workersliberty.org/LTsafety

TA-RA TIM

Our fat-cat boss, Tim Parker, has
resigned after less than three

months in the job.
It seems that Tim has belatedly realised

that top jobs like his should be elected.
Or maybe he just doesn’t fancy working
for nothing when his other jobs pay a lot
more for sitting around doing little else
than speculating and sacking people.

This new embarrassment for BoJo - the
third resignation among his top
appointees since he took up the Mayor’s
job - should give him pause for thought.
Don’t even bother trying to take on the
Tube unions if you can’t even get your
mates to stay put in their posts.

www.workersliberty.org/tubefatcats

DEFEND MO MAKBOUL

W aterloo SAMF Mo Makboul was
sacked in April when a customer

complained of his aggressive behaviour. He
told her he couldn’t refund her bus pass,
then left the ticket office to return it to her.
The customer told the disciplinary panel that
he had sworn at her, then said he hadn’t.
Knowing that the customer was not a
reliable witness and having no further
evidence, the panel sacked him anyway.

This is one move in a widespread
management attack across LUL to make us
feel vulnerable in our jobs, to make us fear
management, and to test our strength.

Staff at Waterloo and Westminster
stations have voted by 90% for both strikes
and action short of strikes. Staff across the
Tube should give them their full support.
We still await the RMT Executive’s
decision on what action to call.

www.workersliberty.org/jubilee

DEFEND YOUR UNION

Management are warming up for an
onslaught on our union reps.

They have decided that service control
can’t have level one reps in future, are
denying RMT local reps in three train
crew depots, refuse to recognise an extra
RMT rep on a station group where it has
150+ members, and promise a ‘review’ of
reps’ release and facilities that certainly
is not going to lead to an increase!

Workers need to defend our unions
because our unions defend us. But the
unions must defend themselves by
defending members’ right to
representation rather than reps’ right to
various gadgets or time off.

CBS OUTDOOR STRIKE WIN

Workers at CBS Outdoor, who put up
advertising posters, have won better

pay after striking. The 100% solid 4-day
strike was a product of bitterness against
management and inspirational rank-and-file
workplace organising by the union reps.

When pay talks started last year, CBS
offered 2.5%. Negotiations built that up to
4.2% (without other benefits) or 4%. The
workers did not buy into the lie that the
bosses can’t ‘afford’ to keep pay in line with
inflation. They refused to accept this offer
and won a better one by taking action.

When a few new workers with a fresh
outlook joined the company a few years
ago, they built up RMT membership and
confidence in the union. They educated
people to stand up for themselves, saying
that it should not just be for workers to
humbly accept crap treatment just because
the boss pays the wages.

Reps kept members informed at every
step through the pay claim, reaffirming,
‘You are the union. The final decision is
yours’. Two workplace meetings - one per
shift - voted to go ahead with strikes.

This is a model of how to organise, how
to relate the union to its members and how
to get workers behind a fight.

www.workersliberty.org/cbs-outdoor

STEVE4RO
Tubeworker is backing Steve Hedley in

the election for RMT Regional
Organiser. On the key issues within the
union - democracy, rank-and-file control,
willingness to take on the employers,
commitment to cross-grades unity and an
active organising strategy, Steve is on the
right side. We will carry an interview
with him in the next issue of Tubeworker.

TUBELINES STRIKE OFF

RMT suspended its strike action after
TubeLines made a 2-year offer: 4.99%

in the first year, RPI+0.85% in the second,
and extra rises for apprentices, points
technicians and some others. Travel subsidy
will rise from 80% to 90%, but there is no
move on pensions, or the other issues in the
claim, which will be negotiated separately.

This may look OK - above inflation, with
higher rises for lower-paid grades. But in
the current economic climate, with inflation
and soaring, this offer is not robust enough.

RPI stands at 5%, so 4.99% is not above
inflation after all. And the RPI figure under-
states the real rise in workers’ cost of living.
For next year, the pay rise is based on
February RPI, so it only takes a relatively
small rise in inflation during the 14 months
after that for the pay rise to be wiped out
and even turned into a cut. 0.85% is not a
big enough buffer against rising inflation.

TubeLines workers were in a position of
strength, and other grades had prepared for
solidarity and safety action. But we need to
assess the commitment of workers to the
strike and the strength of union organisation
in the workplace.

TubeLines workers had voted for strikes,
so the presumption should have been that
strikes go ahead unless a really good offer
comes in. Instead, it comes across that from
the moment of a yes result, union leaders
look for an offer just good enough to call off
the fight.

The members’ meeting was not asked its
view on whether to suspend the TubeLines
action: the union Executive had already
taken the decision. And although members
can vote ‘No’ in a referendum and put the
strikes back on, they are unlikely to do so
when their union’s leadership is showing
that it does not want a fight.

www.worersliberty.org/tubelines

STUCK IN THE LIFT

2 3 people, including a child, were stuck
in the lift at Elephant & Castle for

nearly an hour and a half last Friday.
Why? Because LUL had staffed up the
station with scab managers to keep it
open during the station staff’s strike, and
they didn’t seem to have a clue how to
actually work the lifts.

This shows that while management
witter on about ‘customer service’ and
claim that they love passengers while we
workers have nothing but contempt for
them, the truth is the other way round.
LUL management have nothing but
contempt for passenger safety when it
comes to trying to defeat a strike.

www.workersliberty.org/bakerloo

Tubeworker’s weblog - daily updates - www.workersliberty.org/twblog

Read a full report on Rickmansworth
group’s strike day against forced

dsiplacements here:
www.workersliberty.org/blogs/tubeworker/

2008/08/11/rickmansworth-strike-report


